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About the Documentation

IN THIS SECTION

Documentation and Release Notes | v

Documentation Conventions | v

Documentation Feedback | viii

Requesting Technical Support | viii

Use this guide to understand whether to upgrade, plan training for the users that they support, and to
become aware of new capabilities.

Documentation and Release Notes

To obtain the most current version of all Juniper Networks® technical documentation, see the product
documentation page on the Juniper Networks website at https://www.juniper.net/documentation/.

If the information in the latest release notes differs from the information in the documentation, follow the
product Release Notes.

Juniper Networks Books publishes books by Juniper Networks engineers and subject matter experts.
These books go beyond the technical documentation to explore the nuances of network architecture,
deployment, and administration. The current list can be viewed at https://www.juniper.net/books.

Documentation Conventions

Table 1 on page vi defines notice icons used in this guide.
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Table 1: Notice Icons

DescriptionMeaningIcon

Indicates important features or instructions.Informational note

Indicates a situation that might result in loss of data or hardware
damage.

Caution

Alerts you to the risk of personal injury or death.Warning

Alerts you to the risk of personal injury from a laser.Laser warning

Indicates helpful information.Tip

Alerts you to a recommended use or implementation.Best practice

Table 2 on page vi defines the text and syntax conventions used in this guide.

Table 2: Text and Syntax Conventions

ExamplesDescriptionConvention

To enter configuration mode, type
the configure command:

user@host> configure

Represents text that you type.Bold text like this

user@host> show chassis alarms

No alarms currently active

Represents output that appears on
the terminal screen.

Fixed-width text like this

• A policy term is a named structure
that defines match conditions and
actions.

• Junos OS CLI User Guide

• RFC 1997, BGP Communities
Attribute

• Introduces or emphasizes important
new terms.

• Identifies guide names.

• Identifies RFC and Internet draft
titles.

Italic text like this
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Table 2: Text and Syntax Conventions (continued)

ExamplesDescriptionConvention

Configure the machine’s domain
name:

[edit]
root@# set system domain-name
domain-name

Represents variables (options for
which you substitute a value) in
commands or configuration
statements.

Italic text like this

• To configure a stub area, include
the stub statement at the [edit
protocols ospf area area-id]
hierarchy level.

• The console port is labeled
CONSOLE.

Represents names of configuration
statements, commands, files, and
directories; configuration hierarchy
levels; or labels on routing platform
components.

Text like this

stub <default-metric metric>;Encloses optional keywords or
variables.

< > (angle brackets)

broadcast | multicast

(string1 | string2 | string3)

Indicates a choice between the
mutually exclusive keywords or
variables on either side of the symbol.
The set of choices is often enclosed
in parentheses for clarity.

| (pipe symbol)

rsvp { # Required for dynamic MPLS
only

Indicates a comment specified on the
same line as the configuration
statement to which it applies.

# (pound sign)

community name members [
community-ids ]

Encloses a variable for which you can
substitute one or more values.

[ ] (square brackets)

[edit]
routing-options {
static {
route default {
nexthop address;
retain;

}
}

}

Identifies a level in the configuration
hierarchy.

Indention and braces ( { } )

Identifies a leaf statement at a
configuration hierarchy level.

; (semicolon)

GUI Conventions
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Table 2: Text and Syntax Conventions (continued)

ExamplesDescriptionConvention

• In the Logical Interfaces box, select
All Interfaces.

• To cancel the configuration, click
Cancel.

Represents graphical user interface
(GUI) items you click or select.

Bold text like this

In the configuration editor hierarchy,
select Protocols>Ospf.

Separates levels in a hierarchy of
menu selections.

> (bold right angle bracket)

Documentation Feedback

We encourage you to provide feedback so that we can improve our documentation. You can use either
of the following methods:

• Online feedback system—Click TechLibrary Feedback, on the lower right of any page on the Juniper
Networks TechLibrary site, and do one of the following:

• Click the thumbs-up icon if the information on the page was helpful to you.

• Click the thumbs-down icon if the information on the page was not helpful to you or if you have
suggestions for improvement, and use the pop-up form to provide feedback.

• E-mail—Send your comments to techpubs-comments@juniper.net. Include the document or topic name,
URL or page number, and software version (if applicable).

Requesting Technical Support

Technical product support is available through the Juniper Networks Technical Assistance Center (JTAC).
If you are a customer with an active Juniper Care or Partner Support Services support contract, or are
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covered under warranty, and need post-sales technical support, you can access our tools and resources
online or open a case with JTAC.

• JTAC policies—For a complete understanding of our JTAC procedures and policies, review the JTACUser
Guide located at https://www.juniper.net/us/en/local/pdf/resource-guides/7100059-en.pdf.

• Productwarranties—For productwarranty information, visit https://www.juniper.net/support/warranty/.

• JTAC hours of operation—The JTAC centers have resources available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week,
365 days a year.

Self-Help Online Tools and Resources

For quick and easy problem resolution, Juniper Networks has designed an online self-service portal called
the Customer Support Center (CSC) that provides you with the following features:

• Find CSC offerings: https://www.juniper.net/customers/support/

• Search for known bugs: https://prsearch.juniper.net/

• Find product documentation: https://www.juniper.net/documentation/

• Find solutions and answer questions using our Knowledge Base: https://kb.juniper.net/

• Download the latest versions of software and review release notes:
https://www.juniper.net/customers/csc/software/

• Search technical bulletins for relevant hardware and software notifications:
https://kb.juniper.net/InfoCenter/

• Join and participate in the Juniper Networks Community Forum:
https://www.juniper.net/company/communities/

• Create a service request online: https://myjuniper.juniper.net

To verify service entitlement by product serial number, use our Serial Number Entitlement (SNE) Tool:
https://entitlementsearch.juniper.net/entitlementsearch/

Creating a Service Request with JTAC

You can create a service request with JTAC on the Web or by telephone.

• Visit https://myjuniper.juniper.net.

• Call 1-888-314-JTAC (1-888-314-5822 toll-free in the USA, Canada, and Mexico).

For international or direct-dial options in countries without toll-free numbers, see
https://support.juniper.net/support/requesting-support/.
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What’s New in JSA 7.4.1

JSA 7.4.1 includes enhancements to performance, security, workflow enhancements, and flow
improvements.

JSA

JSA 7.4.1 includes enhancements to performance, security, workflow enhancements, and flow
improvements.

DSM Editor Enhancements

The DSM Editor enhancements in JSA 7.4.1 include enhanced parsing support for name value pairs and
generic list events, the ability to remove reference data when you uninstall a content extension, a faster
way to export content from the DSM Editor, and updates to flow records.

Parsing Status in the DSM Editor

In the Log Activity Preview of the DSM Editor, you can track the status of event properties. The Parsing
Status column indicates whether your event properties are successfully parsing and mapping to a QID
record.

The following figure shows how the parsing status is displayed.

Figure 1: Parsing Status for Event Properties
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Support for Multiline Event Payloads in the DSM Editor

In the DSM Editor, you can specify a custom delimiter that makes it easier for JSA 7.4.1 to ingest multiline
events. To ensure that your event is kept intact as a single multiline event, select the Override event
delimiter checkbox to separate the individual events based on another character or sequence of characters.
For example, if your configuration is ingesting multiline events, you can add a special character to the end
of each distinct event in theWorkspace, and then identify this special character as the event delimiter.

The following figures show how you can use the Override event delimiter checkbox to specify double
exclamation marks as the custom delimiter for a payload.

Figure 2: Payload without a Specified Custom Event Delimiter

Figure 3: Payload with a Specified Custom Event Delimiter
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Event ID and Event Category fields copied to Event Mapping

In JSA 7.4.1, you can select the unmapped Event ID and Event Category fields of your previewed events
to copy them into the corresponding event mapping fields. Now you can map your events to QID records
faster than in previous versions, where you had to manually enter your event ID and event category
combinations to create your event mappings. On the Event Mappings tab, go to the Unknown Event
Mappings section of the Create a New Event Mapping window. Click on a row to copy the event ID and
the event category into the corresponding fields, and then click Create.

The following figure shows how you can create new event mappings in the Event Mappings tab of the
DSM Editor.
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Figure 4: Create a new Event Mapping

Security Enhancements

Stronger security capabilities in JSA 7.4.1 include a more secure operating system.

More secure operating system

JSA 7.4.1 runs on Red Hat Enterprise Linux version 7.7. The update to RHEL V7.7 is necessary to continue
receiving security updates from Red Hat Enterprise Linux.
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Workflow Enhancements in JSA

Improvements to workflow in JSA for 7.4.1 include the JSA Use Case Manager and an analyst workflow
for investigating offenses.

JSA Use Case Manager app installed by default

In JSA 7.4.1, the JSA Use Case Manager app is installed by default. Use the guided tips in JSA Use Case
Manager to help you ensure that JSA is optimally configured to accurately detect threats throughout the
attack chain. JSA Use Case Manager includes a rule explorer that offers flexible reports that are related
to your rules. JSA Use Case Manager also exposes pre-defined mappings to system rules and to help you
map your own custom rules to MITRE ATT&CK tactics and techniques.

NOTE: User roles with the system administrator permission are updated automatically to include
the required permissions for the apps installed by default. All other user roles must be modified
to include the app permissions as needed.

QRadar Analyst Workflow to help you investigate offenses

QRadar Analyst Workflow provides new methods for filtering offenses and events, and graphical
representations of offenses, by magnitude, assignee, and type. The improved offenses workflow provides
amore intuitivemethod to investigate offenses to determine the root cause of an issue andwork to resolve
it. Use the built-in query builder to create AQL queries by using examples and saved or shared searches,
or by typing plain text into the search field.

The workflow includes a redesigned offenses page, an AQL search page, and access to compatible apps
that are already installed on your JSA Console. QRadar Analyst Workflow is supported on JSA 7.4.0 or
later.

For more information about the QRadar Analyst Workflow, see the Juniper Secure Analytics Users Guide.

Flow Improvements

JSA 7.4.1 introduces support for the flowId field in NetFlow V9 data exports.
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Support for the flow ID field in NetFlow V9 flow records

JSA now supports the flowId field (IANA element 148) in NetFlow Version 9 data exports. In JSA, the field
appears in the Vendor Flow ID field on the Flow Details window.

The flow ID is used as part of the flow's unique identifier so that only flow records with the same flow ID
value are aggregated together. Sessions with different flow IDs are kept separate and mapped to different
Flow ID values.

You can use the flowId field in filters and searches to quickly identify all of the flow records in a particular
session.
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What’s New in JSA 7.4.0

JSA 7.4.0 family of products includes enhancements to performance, workflow, security, and user
experience.

JSA

JSA 7.4.0 includes enhancements to performance, security, workflow enhancements, and flow
improvements.

Performance Optimization

The performance improvements in JSA 7.4.0 include enhanced parsing support for name value pairs and
generic list events, the ability to remove reference data when you uninstall a content extension, a faster
way to export content from the DSM Editor, and updates to flow records.

Enhanced Parsing Support for XML Events in the DSM Editor

In the DSM Editor, you can now easily parse both standard and custom properties from events in the XML
format without writing regular expressions (regex).When you enable Property autodiscovery for log source
types that consume XML events, all available fields are parsed as custom properties. With these new
capabilities, administrators and users who have permission to create custom properties, can quickly and
easily parse these events.

Use theDSMEditor to create a custom log source type to handle XML events in JSA. Add custom properties
to help parse an existing log source type. Use simple XML expressions instead of regex to define how to
parse custom properties. The DSM Editor automatically provides expressions for system properties based
on their predefined keys in the XML specification.

Turn on XML property autodiscovery to discover custom properties for all XML fields in any events that
are received for the log source type. You can also use XML expressions in the Custom Event Property
Editor and when you manually create log source extensions.

The following figure shows where you parse XML events in the DSM Editor.
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Figure 5: XML Structured Data Type

To learn more about enhanced parsing support for XML events, see the Juniper Secure Analytics
Administration Guide.

DSM Parameter support in the DSM Editor

In JSA 7.4.0, if your log source type has DSM parameters, you can use the DSM Editor to configure the
DSM parameters. Enable the Display DSM Parameters Configuration option to view and edit the DSM
parameters.

The following figure shows configuring DSM parameters in the DSM Editor:
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Figure 6: DSM Parameters Configuration

To learn more about configuring DSM parameters in the DSM Editor, see the Juniper Secure Analytics
Administration Guide.
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Additional Standard Fields for Events

View additional details about your events. These details provide increased visibility into how events are
internally processed by JSA.

To learn more about event details, see the Juniper Secure Analytics User Guide.

Security Enhancements

Stronger security capabilities in JSA 7.4.0 include modifying the inactivity timeout for user accounts.

More secure operating system

JSA 7.4.0 runs on Red Hat Enterprise Linux version 7.6. The update to RHEL V7.6 is necessary to continue
receiving security updates from Red Hat Enterprise Linux.

Reverse tunnel initiation

The SSH tunnel between two managed hosts can now be initiated from the remote host instead of the
local host. For example, you have a connection from an Event Processor in a secure environment to an
Event Collector that is outside of the secure environment. You also have a firewall rule that prevents you
from having a host outside the secure environment connect to a host in the secure environment. In JSA
7.4.0, you can switch which host creates the tunnel so that the connection is established from the Event
Processor by selecting the Remote Tunnel Initiation checkbox for the Event Collector.

To learn more about enhanced parsing support for XML events, see the Juniper Secure Analytics
Administration Guide.

Secure email server

Send email to distribute alerts, reports, notifications, and event messages to mail servers that require
authentication.

You can configure an email server for your entire JSA deployment, or multiple email servers.

To learn more about configuring Secure email server, see the Juniper Secure Analytics Administration Guide.

Workflow enhancements in JSA

Improvements toworkflow in JSA for 7.4.0 include three apps previously only available on the IBMSecurity
App Exchange.

Apps installed by default
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In JSA V7.4.0, the QRadar Assistant app, the JSA Pulse app, and the JSA Log Source Management app are
installed by default.

Use the QRadar Assistant app to manage your app and content extension inventory, view app and content
extension recommendations, follow the JSA Twitter feed, and get links to other information.

JSA Pulse is a dashboard app that you can use to communicate insights and analysis about your network.
Take the pulse of your SOC with dynamic real-time dashboards that provide meaningful insights into your
security posture and threat landscape. Visualize offenses, network data, threats, malicious user behavior,
and cloud environments from around the world in geographical maps, a built-in 3D threat globe, and auto
updating charts. Import and export dashboards to share with colleagues. See offenses unfold near real
time and track your security threats from around the globe.

The JSA Log SourceManagement app provides an easy-to-useworkflow that helps you quickly find, create,
edit, and delete log sources. Use the simplifiedworkflow to change parameters for a number of log sources
at the same time. To configure log sources in 7.4.0, you must use the JSA Log Source Management app.

Flow Improvements

JSA 7.4.0 gives you more control over flow timestamps.

Improved flow timestamp handling

Two new configuration settings provide more control over the way that flow timestamps are handled
whenNetflowV9 begins sending recordswith overflowed systemuptime values. The new settings eliminate
the need to reset the first and last switched times.

The new configuration options and the default values are shown here:

• NORMALISE_OVERFLOWED_UPTIMES=YES

• UPTIME_OVERFLOW_THRESHOLD_MSEC=86400000

The timestamps are corrected when the system uptime value is less than the first and last switched packet
times by more than the value that is specified in the UPTIME_OVERFLOW_THRESHOLD_MSEC
configuration. The timestamps are corrected based on the assumption that the system uptime wrapped
around the maximum 32-bit value.

To learn more about managing flow timestamps, see the Juniper Secure Analytics Administration Guide.

What's changed or removed

JSA 7.4.0 includes enhancements to existing features and updated browser conformance specifications.
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Clicking Log Sources icon opens JSA Log Source Management app

When you click the Log Sources icon in the Admin menu, the JSA Log Source Management app opens,
which is the new method for configuring log sources in 7.4.0.

Asset Profiler Configuration changes

In JSA 7.4.0, the QVM Configuration and Manage Identity Exclusion sections of the Asset Profiler
Configuration now have their own icons in the Admin menu.

Browser conformance change

The Microsoft Internet Explorer web browser is no longer supported as of JSA 7.4.0.

Global System Notifications configuration

Global System Notifications are now local, making them host specific and more useful. As a result, the
thresholds are now set automatically by JSA and the Global System Notification section of the Admin tab
was removed.

JSA Vulnerability Manager and JSA Risk Manager

JSAVulnerabilityManager 7.4.0 introduces a new search parameter to identify controversial vulnerabilities,
and enhancements to vulnerability exceptions. JSA Risk Manager 7.4.0 introduces improved support for
JUNOS OS Network Address Translation.

Controversial Vulnerabilities Search Parameters

JSA Vulnerability Manager 7.4.0 includes new search parameters that leverage vulnerability data that is
retrieved from multiple scanners. The Found by Scanner and Not Found by Scanner parameters provide
the following benefits:

• Reduce data set redundancy through the removal of duplicate vulnerabilities.

• Improve quality of results by reducing potential false positives

• Compare vulnerabilities discovered by multiple scanners to improve scanning techniques and identify
shortcomings.
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Enhancement to Vulnerability Exceptions

JSA Vulnerability Manager 7.4.0 removes a limitation that allowed users to create exceptions for only one
vulnerability instance in an exception rule. You can now create rules that include exceptions for multiple
vulnerabilities.

For more information about these adapters, see the Supported adapters section of the Juniper Secure
Analytics Vulnerability Manager User Guide.

JSA Risk Manager support for JUNOS OS Network Address Translation
(NAT)

JSA RiskManager 7.4.0 introduces improved support for Network Address Translation (NAT) functionality
in JUNOS OS devices to cater to service-sets. NAT provides increased security for your JSA deployment
because requests aremanaged through the conversion process and internal IP addresses are hidden. Unlike
other devices that perform NAT, JUNOS OS NAT functions use expansion cards to perform the NAT
process.

For more information about the JUNOS OS adapter, see the Supported adapters section of the Juniper
Secure Analytics Risk Manager Adapter Configuration Guide.
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